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Possible tension in standard oscillation picture

Maximal mixing             excluded by NOvA at 2.6 sigma(✓23 = ⇡/4)

1701.05891



Nonstandard interactions in matter



Longer baseline at NOvA means larger matter effects 
and so larger NSI effects 


Muon neutrino survival probability dictated by


!

!

For maximal mixing, NSI can generate nonmaximal 
mixing with a much larger effect in NOvA than T2K

Resolving tension between NOvA and T2K

ÂNOvA ' 0.17 ÂT2K ' 0.05

Â = A/�m2
32



CL at which             is excluded:✓23 = ⇡/4

✏µµ = ✏µ⌧ = 0 , |✏e⌧ | < 1.2



To fit their data, NOvA required nonmaximal mixing and a 
larger mass-squared difference than T2K

!
Could also fit with maximal mixing and NSI

      T2K fit
      NOvA fit
            max

NOvA
T2K



Future experiments







Appearance channels 
NH

Liao



L=1300 km,   E=3 GeV



T2HK





�5.0 < ✏ee < 5.0

0 < ✏eµ < 0.5

0 < ✏e⌧ < 1.2

0 < ✏µ⌧ < 0.1

�0.6 < ✏⌧⌧ < 0.6

Marginalize over NSI phases and mass hierarchy

1307.3092



One NSI parameter

1604.05772



Mass hierarchy resolved at

DUNE and T2HKK

Hierarchy not resolved

Wrong determination of the CP 
phase possible 



L=1300 km





3 NSI parameters



Constraint on e\mu NSI much 
weaker at T2HK and T2HKK



Because of the lower energy J-PARC beam, the difference between SM 
and NSI appearance probabilities are suppressed at T2HK and T2HKK for 



Symmetry around -1 is because the vertex of the V-shaped NH 
region is at 0 and the vertex of the V-shaped IH region is at -2

Correlations between ee and e\tau



MH known

MH unknown

IH and 

T2HKK better than DUNE for CP; is 
the only expt. that can measure the 
CP phase if MH is unknown

CP sensitivity



One nonzero NSI parameter
Sensitivity to NSI as a function of CP 

95.4% CL

|ee| > 2 because of the generalized hierarchy degeneracy

IH not allowed 
at 95.4% CL





3 NSI parameters

All T2HK, and T2HKK e\mu sensitivities outside the range of scan

NH



Sensitivity to NSI similar for both mass hierarchies

Regions are similar under




IH



Disappearance channels 

\mu\tau sensitivity for all experiments outside the range of scan

95.4% CL





Summary
NOvA’s exclusion of maximal mixing may be a hint of NSI


Degeneracies between SM and NSI parameters, and between NSI 
parameters strongly affect sensitivities


If ee NSI parameter is O(1), impossible to determine hierarchy at 
LBL experiments


DUNE has best sensitivity to NSI


T2HKK has best sensitivity to CP phase in the presence of NSI 


Sensitivity to NSI same for both mass hierarchies at LBL expts


